
name        date                                           

address                                 phone

        website/blog/flickr
email

preferred method of contact: email    phone     text    

emergency contact

membership no (to be filled in by sn) #  

full price

concession      

fulltime student/healthcare/pensioner #         expiry

would you like to be added to the strange neighbour database to receive 
information about darkroom __ gallery exhibitions __ both __

have you used a darkroom before? yes     no 

if yes, what would you rate your level of experience as?

    beginner (limited or supervised past experience)        
    intermediate (experienced with darkroom activity and able to work unsupervised)  
    advanced (highly experienced with all forms of darkroom activity)

is there anything you require assistance with or are interested in 
learning ie. alternative process, liquid light etc? 

please state

are you comfortable and capable of using darkroom equipment and 
processes safely and independently in a group darkroom environment?

yes     no 

Do you understand the health and safety risks of the darkroom?

yes     no 

please read and sign the terms and conditions on the next page

darkroom membership agreement 



terms and conditions
 

we welcome you to the strange neighbour darkroom and hope that you find 
it a creatively rewarding and supportive space.

this is a two year membership to the strange neighbour darkroom. 
membership gives you access to the Strange Neighbour darkroom and film 
processing room at the rates advertised on the strange neighbour website 
(which are occasionally subject to change)and includes 3 free hours of 
access. 

access depends on availability and bookings must be made in advance. 
cancellation requires 48 hours notice to ensure a full refund. 

in signing this form you agree that strange neighbour is not 
responsible for the archival quality or outcome of film processing or 
printing made in this facility. you also acknowledge that the darkroom 
is hired out as a shared facility and it is your responsibility to be 
aware and courteous of other people’s needs and safety and to take care 
of your belongings at all times. Strange Neighbour has no liability for 
personal belongings of darkroom members. 

while we take all care to ensure your safety, in signing this form you 
agree to understand and be liable for the health and safety risks of the 
darkroom. it is your responsibility to take the appropriate health and 
safety precautions. your health and safety is not the responsibility of 
strange neighbour.

i have read, understood and agree to abide by the aforementioned 
conditions. 

name        

signature

date


